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Two things come to mind one strange and one x-rated , both incidents happened on Clarks creek in Dauphin
county. The strange one was , while fishing there in early to mid spring , I hear a helicopter approaching from
over the mountain from the direction of Fort Indiantown Gap military base. The sound of helicopters is not
unusual in the area but this one was coming in low and seemed to be coming directly at me. When it got about
100 yards away , I could see it coming in at tree level , the prop wash was blowing the treetops around and it
WAS coming right at me. I stood there frozen as it passed over top and could feel the prop wash and see it on
the water , it went 50 yards behind me , in the strip of woods along Clarks between the road and the stream. It
hovered there and then slowly started to descend , when it got about 30 ft from the ground a bundle was shoved
out the door , the door then closed and it took off fast back up over the mountain. I just had to stop fishing and
walk up there to see what it was , all kinds of things were going through my mind , maybe it was a big pile of
weed heh or a body or ???? WEEEELLLL it was a deer and there was a pit up there full of what i guess was
road killed deer , the pit was fenced off and there were bear tracks in the mud. This whole area is part of State
Forest , State Game Lands , Military Property (the Gap) and the Appalachian Trail runs through here. I still have
to wonder how that deer met its end???? Target Practice????
The X-rated one was while walking up the
path , i came upon a blanket , that obviously had two or more people under it engaged in some kind of amusing
activity cause there was alot of giggles and laughing and movement going on underneath it. I kept on walking
and they kept doing whatever they were doing and they never knew i went by. About an hour later about 1/3 of a
mile upstream an old guy , probably in his 70's and two large young girls , maybe 18 maybe not , one of them
carrying the blanket that i'd seen downstream , came walking up by me and the fellow asked if I "got any"? I lied
and said "yeah , i got 2"

